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SLMGC   

HOLIDAY TO 

IOW MAY 

2017 

Monday-29th 

All got away OK from The White Horse on time ( one A,one B ,Three TF's and one F.) meeting up with Derek in 

Brinklow. A trip of about 70 miles brought us to Lechlade for a welcomed ''Cuppa'' and light brunch. Arriving 

at Lymington, we managed to board an earlier Ferry which was a great help allowing for an earlier arrival at   

Warner's. The pre-arranged  parking was well signed and coned off so we all parked together in our own             

area without problem. After we were allocated our rooms ( which were a good size, well decorated ,with a double 

bed to die for) it was down to the bar for a stiff one! After lubrication an impromptu game of Croquet and French 

Boules followed, prior to meeting for Dinner. Soon it was time to depart to the theatre where again we were        

allocated preferential seating adjacent to dance floor and stage. As soon as the resident band started to play, Derek 

had us up on our feet dancing with the entertainments 

staff and yes, Jim pulled (Again) smooching with       

''Lauren'', of the show team! The show that night was 

'Destination Anywhere' with the music theme being 

all types of transport which was very enjoyable to 

watch.  After more dancing we were all ' knackered' 

and ready for that lovely ,massive bed! Night, Night. 



 3 Tuesday-30th 

After a really good Breakfast, most went on a short escorted walk which included the Grounds and local area 

passing the recently built Lifeboat Station  very impressive) . Before Stuart's 

trip in the afternoon to Osborne House, some managed a few ends of      

Outdoor Bowls, others got in some 'Line Dancing’ (I wonder who that 

was??) together with a short game of 'Pitch & Putt' . We were then soon in 

the cars to 'Osborne' which was a nice drive with 'tops' down although          

a little overcast, however we did have sun but there was that threat of 

some showers to come. Osborne House was a 'treasure', an interesting      

adventure having beautiful architecture, rooms and gardens. A good few of 

hours is needed to take it all in. A cup of Hot Chocolate was welcomed as 

we sat out by the 'Swiss Chalet' of 

which I understand was Victoria & Alberts ' love nest '..(Didn't do much 

for me!). Why her son Edward bequeathed it to the nation I 

can't imagine, such a beautiful home to have lived in!.  Back in time for a 

shower and change it was off for more food before the Big Show,            

'The Jersey  Boys'! 

''Oh What A Night'', we all turned up dressed in White,as arranged, 

which caused quite a stir and bewilderment. The show was brilliant with 

most of us doing the 'actions' of the JB's, whilst singing along. Carol was 

sung to by 'Gary' with ''Oh Carol'' whilst Val was brought up to dance 

with 'Kevin', smooching around the floor . It looked as though she didn't 

want to let go!! When Gary asked the question ''Why are you all dressed in white'' we all echoed                       

'Isle of WIGHT!'' Doh!! A really great evening and after more dancing and a few glasses of wine, that big    

comfy bed was beckoning again. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Wednesday-31st 

After Breakfast, some of the party decided to have a stroll to a local Windmill of interest, owned and run by the 

National Trust, whilst some did other  pursuits including sports. Soon it was time for Stuart's trip to The Needles 

(Severn Sisters). A lovely drive in beautiful sunshine (Top's Down) took us through a couple of coastal                  

'sea-sidey' towns but unfortunately ending up at a 'Dead End' and no where near the Needles ( B****Y 

SATNAV!!) However we all regrouped at 'Alum Chine' and made our way to our destination. After a short tour of 

the attractions (a bit like Blackpool) a light snack and cuppa, we were on our way back to Bembridge. The       

evening entertainment was a comedian called 'Paul Boardman'. Sounds familiar,! yes his dad is Stan, the famous 

Liverpudlian ,so after dinner it was off to the theatre ,and he didn't disappoint with a few well timed gags and      

anecdotes. Again, after a few drinks and a bit of the ol' dancing it was late and time to retire. We left Jim with 

'Lauren' to waltz the night away. (very romantic) 
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Thursday 1st 

Oh no not another full English with all the trimmings ..but Hey ..Someone has to oblige!. Rifle Shooting at 11.00 

so of to the Butts the men did go! It's been a long time since I shot in anger, but it did me in good stead. After the 

targets, we shot at plastic ducks with the final competition being the one who shot down the three small metal 

ducks to gain maximum points of 150. Two winners, me and Melvyn. Photos on the notice board lads, famous at 

last! Just time to nip into Ryde to fill up the tanks  and back in time for a B-B-Q lunch and a couple of beers     

before Archery at 3 pm. This time a mixture of Boys and Girls split into two teams. Well! I couldn't hit the target 

surround, let alone the Bull. The girls did much better than the boys who were, in a word ,b****y useless! Best 

scorer I think was Val. After another sumptuous Dinner, we assembled in the theatre to dance and sing-a-long 

with the resident band ' New Horizon'. Derek said that the drummer reminded him of 'Animal' from the Muppets. 

He certainly did hit those skins with some Gusto! Showtime was the 'Sound of the Musicals' performed by the 

entertainment crew .Chess, Coca Cabana, Cat's to name but a few, and they were great, they all worked so hard. 

Long haul tomorrow so it was off for a good night sleep, but we had to catch the guitar playing singer/comedian 

in the bar area before sloping off, He was real pro and very funny....Night Night. 

Friday 2nd 

A nice leisurely breakfast this morning, with folks packing up and making for the Ferry at their own  pace.      

Carol,Val, Derek and I took a last short stroll down to the waters edge and on to the Lifeboat Station for a breath 

of fresh air. By the time we got back all had departed, hoping to catch an earlier Ferry. Unfortunately not to be I'm 

afraid, but there was a Quayside Fair and activities giving free parking and plenty to do whilst waiting for our 

'slot'. Soon aboard and off to the Mainland, we all said our goodbyes on board and went our separate ways on the 

way home. Warner's certainly lived up to expectation's in all respects (must be one of the better Warners, for the 

setting alone) 

Colin 
... and I think I can speak for all and say ''We had a very enjoyable time'' 
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When at a "Ratae" committee meeting Angela and Mary suggested that we have a cake stall I nearly choked on my beer!       

I think my response was "you aren't going to make much money from selling three cakes!"  

I felt with a raffle, tombola, bunting and a cake stall it will be more like a church fete than ever. 

How wrong was I. Angela and Mary seemed to galvanise a Women's Institute attitude in the club and the night before the 

"Ratae" our dining room was full of all kinds of cakes, all off limits to yours truly , Michael and Gillian had provided some 

pretty bunting and cake boxes, Robin had laminated signs and Graham had made a special  table!  

As you can see from the photos when it was all set out in the jousting tent there was a fantastic spread of cakes, very      

pleasing to the eye, the most unusual cake being a Guinness cake? 

The girls worked non stop all day selling and boxing cakes, assisted by Robin on the cling film. They were selling the cakes 

at 50 pence a slice or £3 for a whole cake and at the end of the day had raised £145 for this years "Ratae" charity Mosaic.     

I must also say that the tombola and raffle also made over £400. 

Thanks to all the ladies that baked some fantastic cakes and to the four gentlemen members who also baked, I know Angela 

and Mary were touched by the support they received from club members and for me it shows what being a member of a club 

is all about, friendship and support! 

Thanks to all who organised and took part in the "Ratae" (in my opinion the best I have been involved in) let's see what next 

years event throws up! Calendar Girls? 

Kv 

Egg on My Face!! 
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The SLMGC 21st Ratae Charity Road Run has been 

and gone for another year, we can all take a calming sigh of relief, 

another successful Ratae completed and a short break to enjoy our 

own cars and a few runs before thinking about 2018! 

It takes the best part of a year of planning and a lot of effort and    

support by many club members to make the Ratae happen, starting 

with our route planners, this year Angela and Kieron and our       

sponsorship led by Colin, an amazing success once again. We do 

thank everyone and all of our sponsors  which without the Ratae 

would not happen.  I believe this year has probably been one of the 

best and one of the most successful we have experienced to date. The 

end   venue was spectacular and the parking-up and space allocation 

was excellent, commented on by many of our Rataeians.  

 

Registration is where we meet and greet, meeting many new comers as with return visitors, it is quite a buzz at the 

start, and with such a good turn out, approx 140 cars in total, we had to be sure we had plenty of marshals on 

hand, as every year the club did not disappoint, and many volunteers turned up for the day. 
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John and Mary  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

On arrival you were met by Roger the flag man, Richard and Kath, Ray, John Carr and we even had the pleasure 

of Penny Carr, who thought this was an unearthly time of day for a Sunday, Sundays have two 8 o’clock’ s!       

Indoors we had Sharon and Sylvia on Raffle, and on registration, Kieron, Emily, Gill and myself. Emily being our 

youngest member who did an outstanding job on meet and greet.  

The weather was looking very promising and soon our first guests start to arrive with the first being our 5 visitors 

from Holland. Something we hadn’t considered was their cars, they had to sit and convert the mileage to            

kilometres, but were a very lively bunch. 

Once our entrants had indulged in what was the best bacon butties ever, downed with tea or coffee, we manged to 

start releasing cars quite early on, reducing the level of congestion on the car park, also with the overflow carpark 

at the village hall which helped.  

Well some returned quite soon!  Having got lost on Cottage Lane, and with some encouragement to follow the 

instructions and not make early assumptions, they were soon on their way again, with next stop being the           

obligatory photo shoot. Our club photographer Steve assisted by his loyal assistants,  Bev, Rosemary and Dave 

did a great job and in spite of a few technical problems. 
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Launde Abbey for the halfway stop is also a favourite for many, this is an outstanding venue and always very welcoming. 

Our marshals led by Colin and Carol supported by John and Mary, Linda and Stuart assured everyone got fed and watered 

and soon on their way for the second 

half of the run. 

We rarely get the opportunity to do 

the run ourselves, I don’t think we 

have completed a Ratae for the last    

5 years however this year on the weekend  leading up to the Ratae we did do the second half and have to say it was a great 

run. Many have commented on the run this year and it seems we got it just right. 

Thank for accommodating my uncle and myself today we felt very welcome by yourselves and other members of 
your owners club . My uncle Tony is not a well man and thoroughly enjoyed himself today with the chance to 
show of his Mercedes Sl that is pride and joy which he has not been able to drive for two years , the weather 
helped but thanks again for a cracking well organised day set in beautiful locations and                                       
interesting Roads                                 Kind regards   Richard Stubbs 

A sincere thank you to you and your Ratae Road Run team for today. This was our first            

experience of such an event and it did not disappoint. The whole day was so well organised , we 

loved the route, the start, the coffee stop and the finish !! 

You clearly have some dedicated team members who must work incredibly hard to pull the day 

together and these efforts are much appreciated. 

Our thanks again ,    Nicky and Paul Collett 

Many thanks indeed for an absolutely splendid day out yesterday. Rachel and I thoroughly enjoyed 

all aspects of it. We thought the route was stunning for its scenery, most of which was completely 

new to us, and of course any good car run has to include some sections with grass growing in the 

middle of the road. All the other factors like the catering, the route book and the marshalling were 

perfect and form a great tribute to your planning and attention on the day itself. You clearly have a 

great team supporting and we hope you all have had a successful result for the fundraising.   With 

great   appreciation for your efforts and best wishes,     Barry and Rachel Halton 

Just to say what a fantastic day out 
on Sunday. Many thanks for the 
great organisation and the            
interesting drive - Excellent.              
Cheers,    Andrew Brady 

Park Here ! 
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At our end venue you were greeted by our Chairman Graham, supported by Kevan, Derek, Robin and Mick, I must 

say Mick is very good at giving directions from a sitting position! The field was brilliant, and parking exceptional, 

cars looked fab and out came the picnics, the atmosphere was bubbling and our victors in good spirits. This year 

for a first we had the Great South Leicester 

Cake stand, supported by many club members, 

and the cakes looked delicious as did our cake 

ladies, Angela and Mary.  Thank you to    

Rosemary who donated eggs for the bakers. 

And on the tombola we had Val, Sharon and 

Nicky.  So in all over 20 club members have 

been directly involved in and on the day, not 

to mention everyone who have supported    

during the year, so Thank You to everyone 

who has helped, this has indeed been a very 

successful year.  

Just a short note from the Wycombe Area MG Owners Club contingent who joined you on the 2017 Ratae 

Run to say how much we enjoyed it and for the first time discovered rural Leicestershire - how lovely it was 

too. As someone who has been involved in the preparation of club runs I know how many hours go into 

arranging them so I congratulate you on a well organised event and hope that you’ve managed to amass a 

considerable sum for your chosen charity, 

Hopefully we will see you again next year.    Kind Regards       Terry & Sheila Payne. 

Always on a Winner ! 
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Just a quick message to thank you and the team for your hard work in 

arranging a very successful Ratae Run. 

This was our first Ratae Run and we were very impressed with how well 

it was organised, we had a great drive and an enjoyable weekend in 

your part of the country. 

Thank you all very much - we were impressed you could arrange the 

sunshine as well!!!! Regards,  Shirley & Dave Townsend 

Congratulations, yet another brilliant 

run, cannot wait till next year. 

 

Thanks again, 

Roy & Anthea Thompson. 

Hi, Just want to say how much we enjoyed the rally today 

and  Thank you for your hard work in organising this 

event My wife and I look forward to the next 

time.       Cheers,      Keith Rushton 

We would just like to thank you for a wonderful day yesterday we 

were very impressed at the way it was organised and our thanks to 

everyone involved for all their hard work. 

Mark and Sue Smith 

Andrew Smith & Jayne Stevens 

 I just wanted to say how much I enjoyed the run last    

Sunday.  I can't imagine how it could have been much   

better.  My son Chris, my co-pilot for the day, was highly 

impressed with the general organisation, the choice of 

route, and the end-point at Rockingham castle was       

superb.  Well done.   

All the best, and many thanks again,    Alan Heeley   
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Michael 

Each year of the Ratae we do have a Class Winner 

for Best Car in Show and this year was quite         

a challenge to agree on one car given such a good 

turn out and so many beautiful cars on display. 

However after much debate we decided on the 

above Classic Daimler Dart, with its 2.5 ltr Turner 

V8 engine. Owner was one of our Dutch guest  

Cornelis Pleune.  Ironic really as this car  was not      

initially booked on the Ratae but came as a       

substitute for an MGA which had problems back 

home in Holland, as such Cornelis jumped in and           

accompanied his friend in his Daimler Dart, a 

beautiful car. 

Pride of Ratae 2017 Mr Cornelis Pleune— Holland 

The Mosaic Charity Stand and the Winning Raffle numbers drawn for the lovely two hanging baskets 
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Visit to the Pride of Longbridge event on Easter           

Saturday. 

This year was the biggest gathering of BMC, Rover, 

Standard Triumph and BL vehicles ever to be held at    

Cofton Park adjacent to the former MG Rover works 

which of course was home to Herbert Austin’s car making 

empire prior to the post war creation of BMC and           

BL. Known by Brummies as “The Austin”  

It is estimated that five thousand enthusiasts attended with 

their vehicles and Birmingham Parks Dept counted            

a  footfall of twelve and a half thousand people.  

We had originally intended to take the Rover P6 but during 

the week leading up to Easter the vacuum advance      

mechanism on its distributor died and there was not 

enough time to fit a replacement before the event. Added 

to this the MGF was only put back on the road at 

Lunchtime on Good Friday and the interior was growing 

enough penicillin to supply the NHS for twelve months 

and due to other commitments there was not enough time 

to make it respectable enough to park with all the very 

smart looking F’s and TF’s on the show field. 

Arrangements were made with Bev and Steve to travel to 

Longbridge in their Midland Red Omnibus - MG3). Well it 

is the same shade of red with a black roof just like MR’s 

express single deckers used to be. 

All was fine even with Stephen’s driving until we reached 

the outskirts of Longbridge. The queue to get into the park 

was phenomenal and on the approach to Lowhill Lane the 

location of the famous works Q gate yours truly decided to 

escape from the bus and take photographs of the cars in the 

ever increasing queue. 

Guess what behind the Wright’s Midland Red bus there 

was another big red bus. It was really quite appropriate 

after all the bus comments I have passed about the MG3. 

In addition to our car woes I had also injured my foot (on 

the step into the gents at the Holly Bush following the   

Ratae meeting) I spent most of the day hobbling around 

the park on a walking stick.  

We met lots of people we know or have known since we 

became involved in the MGR / Austin Rover world and a 

really fun day was experienced by everyone. There really 

is a truly friendly atmosphere at this event typified by lots 

of waves and shouts of good morning from the drivers in 

the queue whilst I was taking photos. The enthusiasm and 

love for all things BLARG shown by the Five thousand 

owners who attended was a very poignant tribute to the 

closure of the last truly British volume car manufacturer. 

Stop the bus I want a wee wee 

Dave H 
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Stanton Lakes to Rutland Water 

On Saturday 20th May we arrived at Stanton Lakes situated just outside Stoney Stanton in 

Leicestershire for the Rotary Club of Blaby’s first Classic Car Rally.  

 It started like all good Car Rally’s with a bacon butty, tea and coffee and the best Rally Plaque 

any of us have ever seen, one comment was, that it was too good to put on the car, it’s going on 

the lounge wall! 

The first half of the run was very good with the sun shining, what a perfect day, passing through 

some lovely countryside, up with the hoods, yes it’s raining again!  Passing Hothorpe Hall, 

Haselbech in Northamptonshire and for a coffee stop at Langton Greenhouse Garden Centre.  

The girls had a look around the garden centre and thankfully came back with nothing. 

Off on the 2nd leg of the Rally taking us through some magnificent villages of Leicestershire 

and Rutland, just before entering Loddington an isolated church on the left is 

the only remains of the plague village, the footprint of which can be seen in the 

surrounding fields. 

Also on our trip a fantastic view of Harringworth Via-

duct at 1275 yards long and with 82 arches, each of 

which has a 40 feet span, it’s the longest masonry 

viaduct in the uk. 

We arrived at Rutland Water and we were directed to 

the sailing club by the Rotary Club Marshalls. 

The Rotary Club of Blaby Classic Car Rally was in 

aid of the Rutland Sailability, supporting people 

with disability to enjoy freedom afloat. 
Val and Derek 
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News Board 

MG Workshop 

I have previously mentioned that MG Owners Club will be holding    

another workshop with John Twist.  This has now been confirmed as       

2 days on 14h and 15th October at MG Headquarters and 3 days on 

20th, 21st and 22nd October at Roxall Abbey (between Coventry and        

Birmingham)  Each day will specialise on a particular MG,                

i.e. Magnette, B Roadster, T series etc.  You can attend as many days 

as you want and the cost if £90 for a days  workshop.  Please see me if 

you are interested. 

 

George 

I have an MGF for sale that may be of 

interest to somebody in your club. 

We have owned the car for 10 years & really don't use it 

now. It was mot'd yesterday 

41 miles since last mot. 

Anything that required to be done has been carried out. 

 It has 39k miles on the clock .  

 Has had a new silencer & catalytic converter. 

 Head gasket done & cam belt renewed. 

 Underside Wax-oiled & suspension pumped up. 

Would like to get £1000 if possible. 

Our phone no. Is 01455 553730  

Thanks & Regards 

Keith Jones 

2nd & 3rd. September 

Speak to Derek 
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Treasurer 

John Carr 

01455 209340 

Committee  Member 

Michael Ricketts 

01455 553868 

South Leicester Monthly Meetings 

Membership open to all, so why not come along 

and meet like-minded people and enjoy the 

magic of the marque. 

 We meet on the first Tuesday of each month at 

the White Horse Inn, Station Road,  Broughton 

Astley, Leicestershire. Family membership is 

£5.00 p/a, payable in January. For   further    

details contact the Secretary. 

Meetings are held from 7.30pm with members   

forum 8.30pm. 

North Leicester Monthly Meetings 

The North Leicester MG Club meets at The       

Lingdale Golf Club, Joe Moors Lane, between 

Crptston, Woodhouse Eves and Newton Linford. at 

8pm on the third Wednesday of the month. 

Contact Chris Tideswell 

Tel: 01509 829478 

 

Web Editor: Angela 

Varley 

Email: amb731@hotmail.co.uk 

Web Site: www.mgleicester.org 

Membership Secretary 

Kevan Varley 

07921 257143 

TORQUE Editor: Gillian Ricketts 

9 Juniper Close, Lutterworth, Leicestershire,  

LE17 4US.         

Tel: 01455 553868                        

 Email: mgricketts@btinternet.com 

Committee  Member 

Colin Kingsbeer 

01455 273161 

CLUB INFORMATION 

Chairman 

Graham Dorman 

01455 289383 

Secretary 

Bev Wright 

01455 845894 

Events  Co-ordinator 

Bob Driver 

0116 3481587                      

robert.driver@sky.com 

 

 Events  Co-ordinator 

Derek Everitt  

07831390270  
derek.everitt@me.com 
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Deadline for next Torque is 22nd July 2017 

Send your articles to Gillian -  mgricketts@btinternet.com 

CALENDAR OF EVENTS 2017 

 

July 

Sunday 2nd                        Trains, Boats & Teas ---Visit to Peter Stevensons house---see Bob Driver 

Tuesday 4th                       Monthly Meeting---The White Horse, Broughton Astley 

Sunday 9th                         Motor Madness---Bruntinthorpe 

Thursday 20th                    Evening Run---Glen and John Lee 

Fri-Sun 28-30th       Silverstone Classic 

Sunday 30th                       Beaumanor  Hall  Car  Show 

Sunday 30th                       Yorkshire Pudding Run 

 

August  

Tuesday1st                        Monthly Meeting---The White Horse, Broughton Astley 

Thursday3rd                      Bletchley Park---Stewart Armston 

Saturday 5th                       Glen Parva Summer Gala---Dorothy Avenue Playing Field 2pm to 5pm 

Sunday 6th                        Sunday Lunch Run---Stewart Armston 

Monday 28th                      A47 Auto Jumble & Classic Vehicle Show 

 

September 

Saturday 2nd /Sunday 3rd   Shackerston Family Festival---see Bob Driver 

Tuesday 5th                         Monthly Meeting---The White Horse, Broughton Astley 

Friday 15th                         The event planned for this date (Battle of Britain Flight) has now been cancelled 

Sat/Sun 23rd/24th                 Pistons & Props---Sywell Classic Motoring  Festival—Bob Driver 

 

October 

Tuesday 3rd                          Monthly Meeting---The White Horse, Broughton Astley 


